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Use the diagram below for #1-3. Find the measure of each angle. 

Use the diagram at the right. Is each statement true? Explain. 

1. L 2 and L5 are adjacent angles. 

li/s<:. ) ~ "~kr ~~ '" 1- h(ft/ -h l'~t,( 6~,... 
2. L1 and L4 are vertical angles. 

ons 

~ - )1t2 ~ 

7/-v~, ~ t/1/'(, 4>-t. ~~ $1~ e~l v~~* ~ -ht4J P~f ~~*~~ 
3. L4 and L5 are complementary. 

,t:;,/sA_, ~,/ S~P1 /'., /tf'CJ(I. 
Name an angle or angles in the diagram described by each ofth~ following. 

4. complementary to L BOC L-,9(),4 

5. supplementary to LDOB L.. etJA tM.tl LOO~ 
6. adjacent and supplementary to .LAOC LP()C 

Use the diagram below for #7 and 8. Solve for x. 
Find the angle measures. 

7. m.LAOB = 4x- 1; mLBOC = 2x + 15; m.LAOC = 8x + 8 
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P1L!NC.. = :ZJ o 

ml.At)C.. =~~o 

8. mLCOD = 8x + 13; mLBOC = 3x- 10; mL BOD = 12x- 6 
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9. LAEC and LEBF are a pair of vertical angles; mLAEC = 3x + 8 and mLEEF = 2x + 48. What are 
mLABC and mL EEF? 

3~11 = Z,el y~ 

'Je -:: sro rn LAlit!--- Ill' 
,.. L ~6 r: -=- IZS {) 

For #10-13 , can you make each conclusion from the information in the diagram? 

10. L..3:=L..4 No 

12. mL1 + mL5 = mL3 

11. L..2 =: L..4 

Ye..s 
13. mL3 = 90 

14. KM bisects LJKL. lfmL JKM= 86, what is mL JKL ? 

~ k:.. ~,-
For# 15-18, can you make each conclusion from the information in the diagram below? 

15. LDAE and LCDE are congruent. v 
!l)· 

16. LADE and LCDE are complementary. 

}'(.s 
LPA& ,·, c~ h L.AP8 
L 'Pit/; ;:' L GP £, 

17. LADE and L CDE are congruent. , •. t. tP8 i's c7· h tAP~ 

18. LADE and LBCD are congruent. 

19. L MLN and LJLK are complementary, mLMLN = 7x- 1, and mLJLK = 4x + 3. 

a. Solve for x. 
(71&-l)f{lfy:IJ) r:.?o 

IlK 1-t.. -= 9o 
1/-y = d''l 

'X-::; 8 
b. Find mL MLN and mLJKL. 

c. Show how you can check your answer. 

A 

D 



20. Describe all the situations in which the following statements are true. 

a. Two vertical angles are also complementary. 

b. A linear pair is also supplementary. 

State ifthe following are true or false. If false , sketch a counterexample. 

21. For every line there is exactly one midpoint. 

23. lftwo different lines intersect, then they 
intersect at one and only one point. 

25. In a plane, there is exactly one line 
perpendicular to a given line through a given 
point on the given line. 

27. Through a given point not on a given line there 
is one and only one line that can be constructed 
parallel to the given line. 

22. For every angle, there is exactly one angle 
bisector. 

24. There is one and only one line perpendicular to a 
given line through a given point on the given 
line. 

26. There is exactly one line perpendicular to a 
given line through a given point not on the 
given line. 
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